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Research Output List

1. Publications in Peer-reviewed Scientific Journals

- **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Animal Labor – Ecosystem Services*, Journal of Animal and Natural Resources Law 1-33 (accepted)

- **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Secondary Victimization of Animals in Criminal Procedure: Lessons from Switzerland*, Journal of Animal Ethics 1-33 (in print)

- **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Should Animals Have a Right to Work? Promises and Pitfalls of an Emerging Theory of Interspecies Justice*, Animal Studies Journal 1-23 (in print)

- Lauren van Platter & **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Advancing Ethical Principles for Non-Invasive, Respectful Research with Animal Participants*, Society & Animals 1-44 (in print)

- **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Just Transition for Agriculture?*, Journal of Agriculture, Food Systems, and Community Development 1-6 (2020)


- **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Wildtiere im Umwelt- und Tierschutzrecht: Zwischen Skylla und Charybdis?*, 1 Zeitschrift für Kritische Tierstudien 9-36 (2018), [link](#)


- **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Tackling Concentrated Animal Agriculture in the Middle East through Standards of Investment, Export Credits, and Trade*, 10 Middle Eastern Journal of Law and Governance 141-159 (2018), [link](#)


- **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Tiere lebend essen: Tierschutzstrafrechtliche Analyse eines wachsenden Food-Trends*, Ex Ante 5-18 (2017), [link](#)

• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *An Assessment of Recent Trade Law Developments from an Animal Law Perspective: Trade Law as the Sheep in the Wolf’s Clothing?* 22(2) Animal Law Review 277-310 (2016), [link](#)

• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *The Potential and Potential Limits of International Law in Regulating Animal Matters*, 3 Mid-Atlantic Journal on Law and Public Policy 10-55 (2015), [link](#)

• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *3R for Farmed Animals – A Legal Argument for Consistency*, 1 Global Journal of Animal Law 1-27 (2014), [link](#)

2. **Peer-reviewed Books/Monographs**


• Vanessa Gerritsen, Andreas Rüttimann & **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Zulässigkeit von Beschränkungen des Handels mit tierquälerisch hergestellten Pelzprodukten*, 88 pages (Schriftenreihe Tier im Recht, Zürich 2017), [link](#)

• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Protecting Animals Within and Across Borders: Extraterritorial Jurisdiction and the Challenges of Globalization* 520 pages (OUP, New York and Oxford 2019), [link](#)


  o Reviewed by Barbara Felde, *Charlotte E. Blattner: Globales Tierrecht in Zeiten globaler Tierquälerei*, 42 NuR 107 (2020)

  o Reviewed by Torben Guretzki, *Schutz von Tieren kennt keine (Staats-)Grenzen*, 17 Tierstudien 161-162 (2020)

3. **Peer-reviewed Conference Proceedings and Reviews**

• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Haben Tiere Rechte? Aspekte und Dimensionen der Mensch-Tier-Beziehung* (review), tierETHIK (in print)

• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Tiernutzung aus ernährungs-, tier- und umweltethischer Perspektive* (review), 16 Tierstudien 179-181 (2019)

• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Tieranwalt revisited* (review), 14 Tierstudien 170-172 (2018)


• Eberhart Theuer & **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *The Animal Turn and the Law*, 1 Tierethik 131-4 (2014)

4. **Contributions to Books**


• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Turning to Animal Agency in the Anthropocene*, In: Animals in Our Midst: The Challenges of Co-existing with Animals in the Anthropocene (Bernice Bovenkerk & Josef Kulartz eds., Springer, Berlin (peer-reviewed) (accepted)


• Charlotte E. Blattner, *Art. 22 TSchG: Forschung*, In: Kommentar zum Schweizer Tierschutzgesetz TSchG 1-34 (Daniel Jositsch, Margot Michel & Gieri Bolliger eds., Schulthess, Zürich) (peer-reviewed) (accepted)


• Charlotte E. Blattner & Gilles Laube, *Art. 30 TSchG: Juristische Personen und Handelsgesellschaften*, In: Kommentar zum Schweizer Tierschutzgesetz TSchG 1-16 (Daniel Jositsch, Margot Michel & Gieri Bolliger eds., Schulthess, Zürich) (peer-reviewed) (accepted)

• Charlotte E. Blattner, *Art. 45a TSchG: Koordinationsbestimmung*, In: Kommentar zum Schweizer Tierschutzgesetz TSchG 1-6 (Daniel Jositsch, Margot Michel & Gieri Bolliger eds., Schulthess, Zürich) (peer-reviewed) (accepted)


5. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CONFERENCES

ORAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO CONFERENCES

- Charlotte E. Blattner, Cambridge University, Faculty of Law, Cambridge UK, Mar. 3, 2020, presented On the Ubiquity of Human-Animal Conflict and What Transitional Justice Can Contribute to Its Resolution
- Charlotte E. Blattner, Animals & Society Research Initiative, University of Victoria, Victoria BC, Nov. 14, 2019, presented Climate Emergency, Migration Crisis, and Interspecies Resilience
- Charlotte E. Blattner, Schulich School of Law, Dalhousie University, Canadian Animal Law Conference, Halifax NB, Oct. 4-6, 2019, presented Drafting Principles of Transitional Justice for a Postconflict Interspecies Society
- Charlotte E. Blattner, MANCEPT Workshops, University of Manchester, “Just Animals? The Future of the Political Turn in Animal Ethics,” Manchester UK, Sept. 9-11, 2019, presented Animal Labor – Ecosystem Services
- Charlotte E. Blattner, Canadian Law and Society Organization (CLSA), Annual Conference, panel “Shifting the Anthropocentric Violence of Canadian Liberal Legalism through Relationality, Redress and Reconciliation: Moving toward Harmonious Interspecies Relations,” Vancouver, Jun. 4, 2019, presented Drafting Principles of Transitional Justice for a Postconflict Interspecies Society
- Charlotte E. Blattner, Sue Donaldson & Ryan Wilcox, Queen’s University, Kingston Interspecies Community (KISC) research group workshop, Kingston ON, Mar. 22, 2019, presented Animal Agency in Community: A Political Multispecies Ethnography of VINE Sanctuary
- Charlotte E. Blattner, Queen’s University, Ban Righ Centre, Ban Righ Speaker Series, Kingston ON, Oct. 12, 2018, presented Animals, the Forgotten Proletariat
- Charlotte E. Blattner, Tier-im-Fokus Vortragsreihe, Polit-Forum Bern im Käfigturm, Berne, Jun. 11, 2018, presented Von der Nutztierhaltung zur Zoopolis

Charlotte E. Blattner, Queen’s University, Workshop “Animal Labour: Ethical, Legal and Political Perspectives on Recognizing Animals’ Work,” Kingston ON, May 18, 2018, presented Animal Workplace Democracy: Developing a Praxis of Self-Determination

Charlotte E. Blattner, Queen’s University, Philosophy Colloquium, Kingston ON, Mar. 15, 2018, presented “Animals Are ( Forced) Workers, too” – Individual and Collective Self-determination of Working Animals


Charlotte E. Blattner, TEDxBasel, Basel, Jun. 11, 2017, 3 minute pop up talk Animals Are Workers, Too


Charlotte E. Blattner, Animal Law Review Symposium, Lewis & Clark Law School, Portland OR, Mar. 11, 2016, presented An Assessment of Recent Trade Law Developments from an Animal Law Perspective – With a Focus on the GATT, the TBT, and the SPS

• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, The International Society of Public Law ICON-S Conference 2015, “Public Law in an Uncertain World,” NYU, New York NY, Jul. 1-3, 2015, presented the paper *How Animal Law Formed at the Intersection of International Public and Trade Law Brings about Institutional Change*

• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, Stiftung Bündnis Mensch & Tier, Messerli Research Institute, University of Vienna, Interdisciplinary PhD/PostDoc Conference, “The Human-Animal Bond,” University of Vienna, Vienna, Jul. 18-19, 2014, presented my dissertation project


**Poster Presentations**


**6. Outreach Activities**

**Blogposts**

• Raffael Fasel & **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Swiss Court Rules Citizens Allowed to Vote on Primate Rights*, blog post for the Nonhuman Rights Project (NhRP), Mar. 22, 2019, [link](#)

• Raffael Fasel, **Charlotte E. Blattner**, Meret Schneider & Sophie Kwass, *The Swiss Citizens’ Initiative for Primate Rights Goes to Court*, blog post for the Nonhuman Rights Project (NhRP), Apr. 2, 2018, [link](#)

• Raffael Fasel, **Charlotte E. Blattner**, Adriano Mannino & Tobias Baumann, *Fundamental Rights for Primates: Policy Paper by Sentience Politics*, Effective Altruism Foundation (EAF) 2016 1-22 (peer-reviewed), [link](#)


• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Cognitive Biases in the Law*, blog post for the Giordano Bruno Foundation (GBS) 2014 (peer-reviewed), [link](#)

• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Animal Law from an International Perspective*, blog post for the Giordano Bruno Foundation (GBS) 2014, [link](#)

• **Charlotte E. Blattner**, *Do Animals Need Rights?*, blog post for the Giordano Bruno Foundation (GBS) 2014, [link](#)

**Interviews**

• Johns Hopkins University, “Animals in Research: Law, Policy, and Humane Sciences,” Baltimore MD, *Protecting Animals Within and Across Borders*, Jan. 27, 2020 (interviewed by Kathrin Herrmann)

• Grad Chat Queen’s University, *Animal Labour*, May 15, 2018 (interviewed by Colette Steer), [link](#)

• Grad Chat Queen’s University, *Animal Labour*, Dec. 5, 2017 (interviewed by Colette Steer), [link](#)

• Knowing Animals, *Episode 53: The 3Rs with Charlotte Blattner*, Nov. 20, 2017 (interviewed by Siobhan O’Sullivan), [link](#)
MEDIA APPEARANCE

- Victoria Shroff, Animal Law Teaching: Conferences Growing around the Globe, The Lawyer’s Daily, Oct. 23, 2019, link
- Marshal Zeringue, The Page 99 Test, Jun. 25, 2019, link
- Brandon Keim, Nonhuman Workers of the World, Unite! Humans and Nature, Apr. 3, 2018, link
- 19th Annual Animal Welfare Forum Sees Another Success, The Ontarion, Nov. 1, 2018, link

7. GENERAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCIENCE

GUEST LECTURES

- Charlotte E. Blattner, Cambridge University, Faculty of Law, Cambridge UK, Mar. 4, 2020, seminar on Animal Normativity
- Charlotte E. Blattner, Johns Hopkins University, “Animals in Research: Law, Policy, and Humane Sciences,” Baltimore MD, Jan. 27, 2020, guest lecture on Toward Non-Invasive, Respectful Research with Animal Participants
- Charlotte E. Blattner, Queen’s University, Department of Sociology, Class “Social Psychology” SOCY 273, Kingston ON, Jan. 31, 2018, guest lecture on Morality and Altruism in Animal Ethics
- Charlotte E. Blattner, LL.M. Class, Center for Animal Law Studies, Lewis & Clark Law School, Portland OR, Oct. 24, 2016, guest lecture on The Extraterritorial Protection of Animals

PANELS

- Effective Altruism Berne, Unlocking the Cage: Legal Personhood and Basic Rights for Animals?, Berne, Switzerland, May 2, 2017 (together with Nico Müller, Tobias Sennhauser, and Meret Schneider)

8. OTHER ARTEFACTS WITH DOCUMENTED USE

PUBLICATIONS IN JOURNALS WITHOUT PEER-REVIEW
Christine Kaufmann, Christoph Good, Sabrina Ghielmini & Charlotte E. Blattner, Extraterritorialität im Bereich Wirtschaft und Menschenrechte: Extraterritoriale Rechtsanwendung und Gerichtsbarkeit in der Schweiz bei Menschenrechtsverletzungen durch transnationale Unternehmen, Swiss Center for Expertise in Human Rights 1-110 (SCHR, 2016), link

Charlotte E. Blattner, Stellungnahme zum Potenzial der Reduktion von Treibhausgasen, 2 Jusletter 1-7 (2014), link

10. Submitted but not yet accepted publications

Charlotte E. Blattner, The Political Turn in Animal Studies – A Systematic Literature Review 1-24 (under peer-review at Politics & Animals)

Charlotte E. Blattner, Right to Work or Refusal to Work: Disability Rights at a Crossroads 1-32 (under peer-review at Disability & Society)

Charlotte E. Blattner, The Four Quarters of Animal Oppression and Liberation: Speciesism and Sexism; Speciesism and Racism, Speciesism and Ableism; Intersectional Forms of Liberation 1-44 (class paper, Harvard Law School, manuscript form)

Charlotte E. Blattner, Drafting Principles of Transitional Justice for an Interspecies Society 1-182 (LL.M. paper, Harvard Law School, manuscript form)